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February 1st Jobs Report
• Nonfarm payrolls increased by 304,000 in January; jobs added
in Nov. and Dec. 2018 were revised 70,000 lower
• Average nonfarm payrolls increased by 241,000 per month from
Nov. 2018 through January 2019; 234,000 ttm avg
• Unemployment rate (U3) increased from 3.9% to 4%
• Unemployment rate (U6 underemployed) increased from 7.6%
to 8.1%
• Average hourly earnings increased in January and thus
increased by 3.2% year-over-year

Forces Affecting Economic Growth
Positives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full employment
Pro-growth business admin.
Corporate tax policies
Growth in real wages
Strong consumer spending
Stable home prices
Modest mortgage
delinquencies
• Interest rates remain
relatively low

Negatives
• Tariffs and trade wars
• Unintended consequences of
tax policies
• Difficulties in agriculture
• Slowing home sales
• Slowdown in manufacturing
growth (ISM index)
• Possible rising interest rates
and flattening yield curve
• Rising federal deficits in the
U.S. and globally
• Pension underfunding
• Problems with student loans

Critical Economic Questions for 2019
•

What will happen in Washington between Congress and the Trump Administration? Will
we have another federal government shutdown?

•

Will GDP growth remain strong (around 3%) or slow? Will growth be negative?

•

Will the U.S. economy continue to add jobs keeping the unemployment rate (U3) around
4%?

•

Will PCE inflation exceed the Federal Reserve’s target of 2%?

•

Will real wages continue to grow and will consumer income growth increase?

•

Will real investment continue to grow (durable goods, housing, inventories)?

•

What will happen with residential housing starts, housing inventory and home prices?

•

What will the Federal Reserve do with monetary policy? Will it continue to raise the
target federal funds rate?

•

How will trade wars be resolved? Will Europe’s and China’s economies continue to slow?
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Why is a Flattening Yield Curve Important ?

[10-year Treasury rate - 3-month Treasury rate]

2.70% - 2.39% = 0.31% on Feb. 5, 2019

Emily Barrett, Bloomberg, January 2, 2019

Some Observations Regarding Interest Rates
• Today’s interest rates are still low relative to historical norms
• There is a long lag between changes in interest rates and general
macroeconomic output
• The yield curve has inverted before each of the three recent
recessions (1990, 2001 and 2008-2009)
• The federal funds rate peaked:
- 17 months before the 1990 recession started
- 9 months before the 2001 recession started
- 18 months before the 2008-2009 recession started
• When the Federal Reserve first lowers the federal funds rate, there
is a long lag before the U6 unemployment rate actually falls
- 37 months for the 1989 rate cut
- 31 months for the 2000 rate cut
- 26 months for the 2007 rate cut

December 2018

January 9, 2019

U.S. Will Again Borrow More than $1 Trillion

Bloomberg, January 28, 2019 (McCormick, Mohsin and Tanzi)

Outstanding U.S. Public Debt: 2011 - 2018
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Budget and Economic Outlook Report, January 29, 2019

The U.S. Federal Debt Burden Will Increase
• Moody’s rates U.S. debt as Aaa
• Moody’s outlook: If the U.S. pivots toward less trade and
immigration, that may “swing the balance of risks for longterm growth to the downside.”
• In 2018, interest payments represented 8.3% of federal
revenue; this is low compared with 15% - 18% in the 1980’s
and 1990’s.
• With the increase in Treasury debt outstanding and likely
increase in the level of interest rates – across all maturities –
Moody’s estimates that interest expense will reach 21.4% of
revenue by 2024.
• If this is true,
- Are other expenditures ‘crowded out’?
- Will taxes be raised?
Data Source: “Preeminent Financial, Economic Position Offsets Weakening Government Finances,”
Moody’s Investors Service, February 2018
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Current Situation
• From 2018 – 2030, more than 10,000 Americans will retire
each day
• All Social Security and Medicare funding will be financed by
current taxpayers (3 to 1 ratio of workers to retirees today)
• Average couple that retires today will have paid $140,000 into
Medicare and will receive $420,000 in benefits
• Most Social Security recipients will also come out ahead

Social Security 2100 Act
• Introduced Jan. 31st by Representatives Larson (D-Conn), Lamb
(D-Pa), and Hayes (D-Conn)
• Increases benefits and annual cost of living adjustments
• Reduces income taxes on benefits received
• Lifts the cap on income subject to payroll taxes (currently
$132,900); anything over $400,000 fully subject to tax.
• Over 200 House Democrats have signed off on the bill; 218 votes
are needed to pass it in the House.
• Senators Blumenthal (D-Conn) and Van Hollen (D-Md) are
sponsoring the same bill in the Senate.

The Economic and Political Environment
Suggests: (Which of the following?)

1) We should prepare for the next economic
downturn
2) The U.S. economy will continue to grow
at a 2% - 3% annual rate

How To Prepare for the Next Downturn
• Conduct a detailed enterprise risk management assessment
- identify key risks and develop mitigation strategies
• When budgeting / stress testing, run three distinct interest rate
scenarios:
- slow growth (GDP growth 1%-2%, low inflation so
relatively flat interest rates
- strong growth (GDP growth > 2.5%, modest inflation
increases and slowly rising interest rates
- prelude to recession (GDP growth < 1% or negative, no
inflation, flat then falling interest rates)
• Strengthen the balance sheet
- identify and verify liquidity sources; build liquidity
- access capital now if appropriate
- build the ALLL
- maintain credit quality; re-examine loan concentrations

What if we Have Continued Expansion?
• Refine and implement the bank’s strategic plan
- continue to grow loans and deposits
- continue to build liquidity
- maintain ALLL at historical levels
- target key customers/clients and invest in delivery channels
- leverage capital
- maintain new branch, merger/acquisition focus
• When budgeting / stress testing, run three distinct interest rate
scenarios:
- slow growth (GDP growth 1%-2%, low inflation so
relatively flat interest rates
- strong growth (GDP growth > 2.5%, modest inflation
increases and slowly rising interest rates
- prelude to recession (GDP growth < 1% or negative, no
inflation, flat then falling interest rates)

FDIC Community Bank Performance
5,044 banks earning $6.8 billion in Q3 2018 ($20.6 billion in all of 2017); this
represented a 21.6% increase vs Q3 2017
Start with the universe of all commercial banks; then
Exclude any banks with:
1. no loans or core deposits
2. foreign assets > 10% of total assets
3. > 50% assets in specialty areas (credit cards, ILCs, bankers
banks, trust co’s, etc.
Include all remaining banks with:
1. total assets < indexed threshold size ($250 mm in 1985; $1 billion in 2010
2. total assets > indexed threshold where
- loans to assets > 33%
- core deposits to assets > 50%
- > 1 office, but no more than some indexed maximum no. (40 and 75)
- number of states with offices < = 3
- number of large MSAs with offices <= 2
- no single office with deposits > indexed maximum branch size
($1.25 bn and $5 bn)

Source: www.fdic.gov; Quarterly Banking Profile, September 30, 2018

Recent Changes in Commercial Bank Capital Requirements
Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act – May 2018
• Basel III capital requirements are effectively eliminated for banks with less than $10 billion
in total assets
• The bank regulatory agencies will establish a ‘community bank leverage ratio’ between 8%
and 10%
- Community Bank Leverage Ratio =
Tangible Capital
Avg. Consolidated Assets
- November 20, 2018: FDIC proposes a 9% threshold for automatic compliance with
Basel III capital requirements for community banks.
- Banks with a ratio in excess of the new ratio will be largely exempt from risk-based
capital requirements
• Bank holding companies with total assets of $3 billion or less will not be subject to
consolidated capital requirements

Community Bank Performance in the
Aggregate Has Been Strong in Recent
Years

But, there are strong headwinds!

Financial Performance of 6 Largest
U.S. Banking Organizations in 2018
Net Income (Billions) & Total Assets (Trillions)
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Total Assets**

* Billions of dollars
** Trillions of dollars
Source: 2018 Earnings Releases; the 21 largest U.S. banks earned 155 billion in 2018

Critical Issues Facing Community Banks
Cybersecuritypreparedness
preparedness
•• Cybersecurity
• Managing changing technology
• Managing changing technology

• Management succession
• Management succession
• Developing a strategy for rapidly changing customer demographics
• Developing a strategy for rapidly changing customer
• demographics
Meeting regulatory requirements
- compliance
• Meeting
regulatory requirements
- liquidity
•• Difficulties
Difficultieswith
withagriculture
agriculture
Arebanks
banksprepared
preparedfor
forrising
risinginterest
rates orrates
a flattening
yield
curve?
•• Are
/ flat yield
curve
and
the possibility of a near-term economic downturn?

Critical Ongoing Demographic Changes
• Assimilation of immigrants
• Rural to urban migration
• Millennials and Gen Z

Age in 2019
Gen Z
Millennials
Generation X
Boomers
Silents
Greatest

7 - 22
23 – 38
39 – 54
55 – 73
74 –91
91 +

Source: Pew Foundation; updated January 17, 2019; Michael Dimock, “Defining generations: Where
Millennials end and Generation Z begins,: www.pewresearch.org
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• Avg. Gen Z received 1st mobile phone at age 10
Financial Profile
• Smartphone is the preferred method of communication
•• Conservative
Conservativefinancially
financially
• Avg. Gen Z watches 68 videos a day
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avoiddebt
debt
• Have observed the Financial Crisis of 2008 – and seen financial
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• 40+% spend > 3 hours online per day, primarily via mobile device
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forfin.
fin.srv.
srv.
• Avg. Gen Z received 1st mobile phone at age 10
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May 31, 2018
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Gen Y,Social
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May 16, 2018
• Avg. Gen Z watches 68 videos a day

Gen Z and Technology Beliefs
• Gen Z doesn’t distinguish between online and IRL*
• Everything you do online exists forever and is recoverable
• YouTube & Instagram are it! Twitter is second. Facebook is
for the elderly
• I get my news via social media
• Tech empowers Gen Z – no need to be concerned about its
overuse

Source: Christopher Mims, “Tech Survival Tips from ‘Gen Z,’ WSJ, January 27, 2019
*IRL = In Real Life

Millennials: (95 million in 2018)
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Do you have separation anxiety?
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Source: Zofia Antonow, “41 Revealing Statistics About Millennials Every Marketer Should Know,”
www.agencyascend.com, June 6, 2017

Millennials Compared with . . .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

46% of millennials voted in 2016 [69% of baby boomers]
45% of millennials are minorities
35% of millennials own a home
47% age 25-36 have never been married
Came of age …..
- impact of Sept. 11 terrorism
- globalization (increasingly interconnected world)
Less likely to have grown up in a two-parent household
Largely ignore social issues contentious among elders
(homosexuality, same sex marriage, abortion, etc.)
79% believe that ‘immigrants strengthen the U.S.’
Millennials lean strongly Democratic (witness Bernie Sanders)

Millennials’ Financial Profile
• Have entered the workforce with high levels of student debt
• Generally delay major purchases – homes, weddings
• Willing to rent (gain access) rather than purchase – cars,
homes, etc.
• Banks are viewed as transactional rather than relational
• Need assistance (guidance) for major purchases

Marketing to Millennials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Millennials value authenticity
They expect a marketing experience
- YOLO ? #FOMO ?
Content sharing is crucial (photos, videos, etc.)
They love consuming content
Getting personal: personalization marketing (think of diverse
audiences – with potentially different interests, wants, needs)
They ‘go at their own pace’ with adulthood milestones
Price is critical – but brands matter
Mobile is everything
They use ad blockers everywhere
Daniel James, “9 Must-Know Millennial
Shopping Trends & Marketing Strategies
of 2017,” Rakuten Marketing

Gen Xers (Born 1965 – 1980)
• Have largely completed their education and have an
established worked history. They are in their prime working
years.
• But, experience suggests that one needs a college (or
graduate) education for economic success.
• And college tuition has far outpaced earnings.
• Most have started families.
• First to believe that children today will not be better off
financially than their parents.
• 56% have mortgage debt; in general, Gen Xers have more
debt than any other group.
• Suffered the greatest wealth decline (in %) of all groups and
are projected (on avg.) to have limited retirement savings.
• Much more racially diverse than elders.
How 6 Generations are shaping the world, Pew Charitable Trusts, January 2018

Implications of Social Media Use
• Bank must engage with customers on social media; choose
the appropriate forums
• Bank must have a strategy for how it will engage customers
and what management hopes to accomplish

• Customers who share their views of the bank on social
media have a much greater impact that a bank’s
marketing/advertising message
• What is crowdfunding?

Diversity Explosion*
• In 2011, more newborns in the U.S. were minorities (Asians,
Blacks, Hispanics & other non-whites) than whites.
• Senior (> 65) population is forecast to increase by 84%
from 2010 – 2030; population aged 18-64 (labor force) is
expected to grow by 8%; population < 18 is projected to grow by
3%.
• From 2000 – 2010:
•
- population of white children declined by 4.3 million
•
- populations of every non-white children increased with the
•
number of Hispanic children rising by 4.8 million
• Currently: Baby Boomers, Silents, Greatest are 70% white
•
Gen X & Millennials are 40% non-white
Diversity Explosion: Sharp racial distinction between Baby
Boomers plus elders vs Millennials and Gen X.
Increasing number of dependents: > 65 (largely white) and
*How 6 Generations are shaping the world. Pew Charitable Trusts, January 2018
< 18 (largely minority)

Source: Peter Rudegeair, “PayPal’s Venmo Tool is Envy of Apple, Big Banks,” WSJ, June 27, 2017; updated via www.statistica.com

Every bank must have a social media
strategy. What is yours?

Unintended Consequences of Technology
• Hackers routinely steal data and identities

• Bad actors use social media to sow discord (influence
elections, publicize fake news, etc.)
• Government lags in providing protections
- threats to privacy
- discrimination
• Critical question: Will firms (Facebook, Google, Apple . . .)
focus on business success or will they meaningfully
incorporate social responsibility?

Transitioning to the ‘New’ Business Model
• The economic environment suggests the metrics that bank
managers should focus upon to maximize performance.
- In today’s environment, focus on Preserving Value
- If you currently have a Fortress Balance Sheet, Build Value
• Given demographic changes and the competitive advantages that
community banks have, they should focus on:
- Relationships over Transactions
- Customers over Individual Products or Services
- Targeted Delivery of Services over Brick & Mortar
- Targeted Marketing over Traditional Advertising
• Modeling potential outcomes over single scenario planning
- Stress testing multiple scenarios over single ‘what if’ plans
- Run three budgets with 1) flat rates (slow growth);
2) rising rates (2%+ - 3.5% GDP growth);
3) declining rates (< 1% growth or recession)

Markets are no longer simply geographically defined so the
traditional quantitative monitoring mechanisms much change.

Banks have traditionally
measured market share by
geography and then by Line of
Business (Product).

In addition to a forward looking
stress testing framework, even the
accounting profession with the move
to a Current Expected Credit Loss
(CECL) methodology, is moving all
banks to be more forward looking.
In the ‘NEW’ model, bankers must
measure market share in new ways,
such as by:

•
•
•
•
•
Source: Don Musso, FinPro, Inc.

Customer Segment
Delivery Channel
Line of Business (Product)
Niche
Geography

Focus on Relationships and Not Transactions
Family

Business
Associate

Customer

Neighbors

Friends

The Organization Structure should be Customer Centric
Deposits

Credit
Cards

Mortgage

Customer

Trust

Insurance

Source: Don Musso, FinPro, Inc.

Sample Customer
Lifestyle
Data
by
Segment
LIFESTYLE PROFILE (Index of 100 = Average)
WEALTH MARKET
Characteristic
<$60 Grocery Shopping Wkly (19.2%)
$150+ Grocery Shopping Wkly(18.7%)
Always Use Grocery List (26.5%)
Cents Off Coupons Last Yr (58.4%)
Coupons for New Products (20.2%)
Order Items by Mail Lst Yr (28.0%)
Order Items by Phone LstYr (19.8%)
Used Yellow Pages Lst 7Days (26.7%)
$150+ Property Maintenance (15.0%)
Use Maid/Housekeeper (7.8%)
Use Prof Exterminators (11.7%)
Recycled Products Lst Yr (33.7%)
Prof Carpet Cleaners LstYr (7.4%)
Prof Furniture Clnrs LstYr (1.8%)
In-Home Purchase Lst 6 Mos (10.8%)
Insect Repellent Last Year (31.1%)
Used Baby Foods Last 6 Mos (5.8%)
Sew from Patterns Lst 6 Mos (4.6%)
Needlepoint Last 6 Months (1.3%)
Bread frm Scratch Lst 6 Mos(11.4%)
In-Home Preg Test Lst 12Mos (5.9%)
Hair Color at Home Lst 6Mos (14.9%)
$60+ Dry Clean Lst 6 Mos (7.2%)
Presently on a Diet (32.1%)
NonPrscrp Diet Pills Lst6Mo (1.8%)
NonPrscrp Stimulants Lst6Mo (1.8%)
Pain Relievers Heavy Users (34.9%)
Take Vitamins (38.5%)
Have a Garden (32.4%)
Own a Dog (28.7%)

Index
48
142
123
113
134
116
156
118
202
264
154
149
227
189
96
129
72
80
117
125
25
80
238
132
39
32
104
117
144
122

Characteristic
Smoked Cigarettes Lst Yr (27.6%)
Smoke Regular Cigarettes (19.0%)
Smoke NonFilter Cigarettes (3.8%)
Smoke Menthol Cigarettes (6.8%)
Smoke Pipe Tobacco (2.5%)
Use Cigarette Rolling Paper (2.5%)
Chewing Tobacco (2.9%)
Disp Lighters Last 6 Mos (22.1%)
Smoked Cigars Last 6 Mos (2.8%)
Dined Out Last Year (45.4%)
Fast Food Rest Last 6 Mos (86.1%)
Fast Food Rest (Med&Heavy) (61.4%)
Fast Food Fish (Med&Heavy) (29.5%)
Fast Food Burger(Med&Heavy)(77.6%)
Fast Food Pizza (Med&Heavy)(54.6%)
Fast Food Mexican (Med&Hvy)(52.9%)
Family/Steak House(Med&Hvy)(46.4%)
Went to the Movie Lst 3 Mos(46.5%)
Go to Gambling Casinos (17.9%)
Any Lottery Purchases Last Mo(41.8%)
15+ Lottery Tickets Lst Mo(6.5%)
Bars/Night Clubs Last Year (17.8%)
Billiards/Pool Last Year (9.6%)
Chess Last Year (3.1%)
Furniture Refinishing LstYr (4.3%)
Exercise at Home 2x a Week (28.3%)
Exercise at Club 2x a Week (6.5%)
Go to Live Theater Lst Yr (12.8%)
Indoor Gardening & Plants (14.2%)
Painting, Drawing Last Year (5.9%)

Index
67
68
45
51
80
16
48
63
71
138
98
97
105
97
93
95
126
123
149
103
68
73
82
97
93
129
126
222
123
107

Characteristic
Go to College Ftbll Games (2.2%)
Go to Pro Football Games (1.7%)
Go to Boxing Matches (0.4%)
Go to Ice Hockey Games (1.1%)
Truck&Tractor Pull/Mud Race (0.5%)
Bght Hardcover Book Lst Yr (22.1%)
Bought Mystery Last Year (11.1%)
Bought Novel Last Year (16.0%)
Bought Sci Fiction Lst Yr (4.6%)
Bought Romance Last Year (7.3%)
Book thru Book Club Lst Yr (6.5%)
Conservative Outlook (30.1%)
Liberal Outlook (14.7%)
Contact Editr/Gvt Official (10.2%)
Non Political Volunteer (13.9%)
Voted in Election Last Yr (46.3%)
Contrib Pub Brdcstng LstYr (9.0%)
Ctrb $50+ Pub Brdctg LstYr (2.8%)
Belong to a Fraternal Order (4.8%)
Belong to a Religious Club (6.7%)
Belong to a Veterans Club (3.3%)
Belong to a Country Club (1.9%)
Belong to an Auto Club (28.4%)
Paid for Gas w/Credit Card (21.6%)
Own Power Boat (3.4%)
Own Sailboat (0.7%)
Own Vacation/Weekend Home (2.9%)
Own Timeshare Residence (1.9%)
Have a Passport (16.5%)
Camped Overnight Last Year (16.1%)

Index
277
159
25
64
0
154
176
153
93
84
106
148
87
222
155
146
284
464
175
155
139
526
170
200
179
443
334
244
252
83

• Know the growth segments in your customer
demographics
• Physical locations are less important to many
customers
• Invest in the highest demand alternative delivery
systems

Successful community banks will focus on:
• Customers rather than products and services
• The whole customer relationship (deposits, loans, trust,
insurance, etc.)
• The appropriate range of delivery mechanisms (branch,
online, mobile, …) for different customer segments

• Advertising will track customer usage by demographic
and delivery mechanism

Historical vs Forward Looking Perspective
• Historical analysis uses stale data (think of the UBPR)
• Analysis using projected information and strategic planning
scenarios can be dynamic and allow for pro-active decision
making
• Conduct modeling and stress testing looking forward
• Stress Testing your Community Bank
Robert DeYoung, University of Kansas, ‘A Stress Testing Model for
Community Banks’

https://business.ku.edu/centers/center-banking-excellence/community-bankstress-testing

Remember that Community Banks have
Significant Competitive Advantages
• FDIC insurance
• Ability to use financial leverage to enhance returns

• Emphasis on time-tested customer relationships
• Non-complex balance sheets

Thank You

Timothy Koch
tkoch@GSBColorado.org

